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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT

T. A. Pang, G. Stary

ON THE DISCOVERY OF A PRINTED MANCHU TEXT
BASED ON EUCLID'S "ELEMENTS"
Matteo Ricci's Chinese translation of the six books of
Euclid's "Elements" has rightly been considered a milestone in the history of the so-called "cultural exchange"
between Europe and China. Published under the title
Jige yuanben ~fil)JJj{~. this work attracted the attention of
historians, mathematicians and linguists, and has recently
become the object of a detailed study by the Dutch scholar
Peter M. Engelfriet [ l ], to which we owe all bibliographical
references.
The Manchu translation from the Chinese text was
generally supposed to have been made by the Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688) on order of the Kangxi Emperor, who evidently preferred to have access to such a
complicated topic through his mother tongue. which seems
to prove the supposition that, at least in Emperor's younger
years, Manchu was more familiar to him than Chinese [2].
It was also supposed that only one copy of the Manchu version was made (that for the Emperor's personal use), which
could explain the very few researches on the topic were carried out both in China and Europe. In Europe, only one article entitled "Euclide en chinois et mandchou" by
L. Vanhee was published in 1939 [3]. The author devoted
just a few lines to the Manchu version:

the article by Li Zhaohua, which gives a reproduction of the
two pages. quite illegible though [8]. The other two pages
of the copy. in excellent colour reproduction, are found on
p. I 3 7 of the book Liang chao yu/an tushu [9]; its chief
compiler, Zhu Jiajin, ascribes the authorship not to Verbiest
but to the French Jesuits Joachim Bouvet and Jean-Frarn;ois
Gerbillon. in contrast to the general opinion that the author
was Ferdinand Verbiest, as stated - among others - in
the authoritative works of Louis Pfister [I OJ. Zhu Jiajin
also gives the year 1690 as a probable date of the work's
compilation. Doubts concerning Verbiest's authorship have
been also expressed by Noel Golvers, quoted by Engelfriet
as follows:

"Verbiest. profcsseur de l'cmpcreur K 'ang-hi, mit en
Mandchou Jes six premiers livres d'Euclide. d'aprcs le
chinois. Plus tard Bouvct ct Gerbillion cxpliqucrcnt cga~
mcnt la gComCtric a K 'ang-hi. Bouvct (Portrait historique
de I 'Emperrnr de la Chine. p. 129). parlant des Elements.
Ccrit: 'Nous Jes avons composes en tartan:'. Ccs traductions
sont rcstCcs manuscritcs" [4].

Some interesting information, which, unfortunately,
adds more confusion, is found in Gerbillon's writings. As
one can judge from his texts published by Du Halde. on
March 8, 1690, Gerbillon - together with Bouvet, Pereira
and Thomas - had to bring to the Emperor some pages
from Euclid translated into "Tartar" and to explain to him
the first proposition. Next day. during the explanation of
the second proposition to the Emperor, a dignitary 'Tchao
laoge" came in and informed the Emperor that Ricci's
Chinese translation of Euclid's first six books had already
been translated into Manchu some years ago; he also said
that by consulting this Manchu translation it would be
easier to study the subject. especially if the translator would
be called for consultation. The Emperor agreed with what
he was proposed and gave order to bring that translation together "with the translator" [12]. Unfortunately, Gerbillon
failed to mention the name of the translator, who. however.
could not be Verbicst, the latter died in 1688. Who. then,
was that translator still alive in 1690 9

Similar conclusions are also found in an earlier note by
Chen Yinke published in I 93 I [5], which refers to the only
known manuscript kept in the Library of the former Imperial Palace in Peking [6]. This manuscript entitled Gi ho
yuwan ben bithe and subdivided to three fascicles is now
kept in the Library of the Palace Museum ( Gugong bml'Uyuan tushuguan); the second, if incomplete, copy is found
in the National Library of Inner Mongolia (Nei Menggu
zizhiqu tushuguan) [7]. The copy in the Library of the Palace Museum is jealously guarded, and it is not accessible to
"outsiders". An idea of its format can be taken only from
c T. A. Pang. G. Stary. 2000

"Vcrbicst. in one of his letters. wrote that Kangxi
wanted a Manchu translation of Euclid. If this transhtion
was c\·cr made. it could not have been made lxforc 1675. as
before that period V crbicst did not master Manchu. On the
other hand. H. Bemard-Maitre mentions that around 1673
Ferdinand Verbiest prepared a translation into Manchu on
the request of Kangxi. It could be that the date is incorrect.
but it seems Yery doubtful that V crbicst eYcr made such
a translation'" [ 11 ].
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The available sources provide no answer to this question.
The only possible translator may be Yerbiest, but, if so, we
have to assume that a mistake in dating the event was made
or to consider the reference to the translator, called to the
emperor, to be a historical inaccuracy. Anyway, we know
that the lessons of geometry took place again on 24 March,
and this time Gerbillon suggested to prepare an excerpt of
the "most necessary and useful" parts of Euclid's "Elements" to facilitate the Emperor's studies. The latter agreed
with enthusiasm [ 13]. This information is also confirmed
by Bouvet. who wrote that the Emperor " ... repassoit souvent sur les propositions d'Euclide les plus importantes. [ ... ]
Nos les luy avians composez en Tartarc, & nous y abions
mis toutes les propositions neccssaires & utiles, qui sont
dans les livres d'Euclide & d'Archimede, avec leurs demonstrations" [14].
After these brief historical remarks on the Manchu
translation of Euclid and its problems, we tum now to the
copy kept in the Library of the Palace Museum in Peking.
Its mention in a few publications indicated, as well as rather
scarce comments on them of the authors, unfortunately, did
not allow us to make any substantial conclusion concerning
the contents of the manuscript. It was therefore a real surprise to discover - among several new and not yet filed
works - during a new cataloguing of the Manchu holdings
in the Manuscript Department of the St. Petersburg Branch
of the Institute of Oriental studies by Tatiana A. Pang,
a printed Manchu version entitled Gi ho _nnvan ben bithe.
First it seemed to Tatiana Pang, the author of this discovery, that this Manchu version was Ricci's translation of
Euclid, entitled Jihe yuanhen. The collation of the two
pages published by Zhu Jiajin with fols. 99a-100a of the
St. Petersburg copy showed that both texts coincide, which
gave us the grounds to conclude that both copies were
identical. The feature of the Peking copy is the presence of
some linguistic corrections and additions of Chinese characters in red ink: these linguistic corrections were reproduced in the printed edition. The geometrical figures in the
printed version were drawn (engraved?) anew as is evident
from the different direction of the punctuated lines to indicate the figures' shadow. From all this we may conclude
that the St. Petersburg block-print is identical to the Peking
manuscript. But when collating their contents with Ricci's
Chinese version of Euclid's "Elements", we were surprised
to find that we had before us two complete(v different texts,
which had nothing in common except the title. This led us
to the second conclusion that the texts represented by Zhu
Jiajin's manuscript and by the St. Petersburg block-print,
are not a translation of Ricci's Chinese version of Euclid,
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as was previously supposed. It was clear that both texts
were rather based on some other Western source. This
source can be identified as Ignace Pardies's "Elemens (sic)
de geometrie", published in Paris in 1671 [15]. It was the
very same work of Pardies which was used by both Bouvet
and Gerbillon, and, according to Pfister, Gerbillon translated it into Manchu in order to have it published "on order
of the Emperor" in 1690 - " ... Geometrie pratique et
theorique, tiree en partie du P. Pardies, ecrite en tartare et
traduite en chinois par ordre de l'empereur, qui l'a fait
imprimer a Pekin, 1690" [ 16]. The fact that there existed
two Manchu texts of Euclidian geometry, of which one was
supposedly translated by Verbiest from Ricci's Chinese
translation, and was never printed and is evidently lost now,
seems to explain the above-mentioned lack of clearness in
the circumstances surrounding the translation of Euclid's
"Elements" and the presence of rumours concerning the
translators.
The fact that both Verbiest and Gerbillon (with his confathers) worked with the Kangxi Emperor on Euclid's
"Elements" is confirmed by Gerbillon himself, who, according to Yves de Thomaz de Bossierre, wrote: "Tandis
qu'il se faisoit expliquer a nouveau ... ce que le P. Yerbiest
luy avoit autrefois enseigne de geometrie pratique et des
autres parties de mathcmatiques, ii nos ordonna de luy
expliquer dabord en tartare les elemens d'Euclide, qu'il
avoit desire d'apprendre ii y avoit longtemps" [17]. It
should be added that Yves de Thomaz de Bossierre, in her
research on Antoine Thomas, ascribed to his pen a "Traite
d'algebre", of which she writes that it is an edition "en trios
volumes, fait en mandchou a un seul exemplaire destine
a l'Empereur K'ang-Hi, en 1696, chaque feuillet est muni
du sceau du monarque. Existe+il encore a Pekin? Nous
l'ignorons" [18]. The reference to three volumes might indicate our St. Petersburg copy, but the date 1696 and the
absence of the "imperial seal" in that copy prevent us to
make this assumption. Thus, the only printed edition identical to the only hand-written copy may be Gerbillon's translation which was published by a "court writer" [ 19]. This
conclusion agrees with Pfister's note, and we can state that
the only printed copy known is found in the Manchu collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Oriental Institute.
The copy in three fascicles - in excellent condition forms one tao with a fourth fascicle on geometry entitled
Suwan fa yuwan hen bithe, another copy of which is preserved in the Toyo Bunko, Tokyo [20].
Let us tum now to the text. The first fascicle begins on
fol. I a- I b with a brief anonymous and undated foreword:

Gi ho yuwan ben hithe.uju. jai. ilaci. duici.fiyelen

[la] ujuifivelen: Sioi.
Gi ho yuwan hen (ton-i sekiyen sere gisun:) bithe serengge. eiten jaka-i ton kemun
be hodoro miyalire amba .fulehe. abkai fo na-i giyan-i jergi babe tacire da sekiyen:
_vaya toro be tacire de. urunakii neneme ja ci deribufi. mangga de isinambi: jergi
tangkan be fekurak1/. ilhi aname kiceme sithiime ohode. ini cisui fomin somishiin de
dosinambi: tul/u o.fi Gi ho yuwan ben bi the de. ja emteli arbun bejuleri. jursu .Sa.Saha
arbun be amala. juwe adalifora dimu-i dorgi tacire kimcire de. [lb] ja ningge be
_juleri. manggangge be sirame obufi. jergi tangkan banjibufi. niyalmai ilhi aname
tacire de acabuhabi: geli jergi tangkan be songkolome. arbun nirugan-i turgun giyan
gebu hacin be tucibume. sure giyangnara be bairakii obume. getuken /eo/en be ujude
arahabi:
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This undated and anonymous foreword present in the
St. Petersburg printed copy of Euclid's "Elements" is im-
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mediately followed on the same folio by the table of contents for all three fascicles:

First fascicle:
uju (fols. lb-2lb containing 34 propositions);
jai fiyelen: ere .fiyelen de i/an ho.fonggo arbun-i harangga be gisurehebi. (fols. 22a-36b containing
14 propositions);
ilaci .fiyelen: ere .fiyelen de duin jecen-i arbun ci deribume geren jecen-i arbun de isibume gisurehebi.
(fols. 37a--49b containing 17 propositions);
duici .fi.velen: ere fiyelen de muheren-i harangga arbun be gisurehebi. (fols. 50a-86b containing
24 propositions);
sunjaci.fiyelen: ere.fiyelen de go/min. onco. jiramin. ilan hacin-i du-i beye-i harangga babe gisurehebi.
(fols. 87a-l 2 lb containing 31 propositions).
Second fascicle:
ningguci.fiyelen: ere.fiyelen de duibulen-i giyan be gisurehebi. (fols. la-165b containing 90 propositions).
Third fascicle:
nadaci fiye/en: ere .fiyelen de gisurehengge. julergi ninggun .fiyelen de leolehe babe arara arga.
(fols. la-93b containing 53 propositions).
As for the fourth fascicle kept in Toyo Bunko, it comprises the Suwan fa yuwan ben bithe, with a foreword
(fols. la-2b) followed by the text containing 75 propositions (fols. 3a-123b).
The envelope of the tao itself has a yellow label with
the Chinese title Manzhou suanfa yuanben illi!i~Jtl:Wi*W-· i.e.
the title of the fourth fascicle found in the tao. The omission of the .Jihe yuanben on the tao may explain why this
unique work, a real jewel in the Manchu holdings of the

St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental studies,
lay without notice and remained unknown so far.
Now, the general opinion the Peking manuscript to be
"the sole Manchu copy of Euclid's Elements existing worldwide" [21] must be corrected after the discovery of its
printed edition in St. Petersburg. Moreover, its text is based
not directly on Euclid but on "Elemens de geometrie" by
Ignace Pardies, published in Paris in 1671 and translated
by Gerbillon with the probable assistance of Bou vet.

Appendix
A textual comparison of fols. 99a-100a of the St. Petersburg
block-print to the Peking manuscript•
St. Petersburg block-print

Peking manuscript

[fol. 99a, last line] susaijakuci.

llsusaijakuci.

[fol. 99b] giru adali hacingga beyei arbun-i
dorgi meni meni I emu duwali beyei arbun
be ishunde duibulerengge. erei I dorgi
tulergi horiha. horibuha giru adali beyei I
arbun-i meni meni emu ishunde teisu/ehe
jecen de I araha durbejengge beyei arbun
be ishunde duibulere I duibulen-i adali ombi:
duibuleci I bing gj_. ding sin sere I
durbeiengge beyei arbun de horibuha g1j•a,
i sere ljuwe muhaliyan beyei arbun be
ishunde duibulerengge. I muhaliyan be horiha
bing gj_. ding sin serejuwe durbejengge I
[fol. lOOa] beyei arbun-i u gi. geng sin sere emu
ishunde teisulere juwe jecen de araha ljin u.
gui geng serejuwe durbejengge beyei arbun
be ishunde duibulere I duibulen-i adali ombi:
adarame seci. ere.fiyelen-i susai suniaci I
meyen de hacinggajecen-i arbun-i dorgi
meni meni emu duwali giru adali arbun be

giru adali hacingga beyei arbun-i
dorgi meni meni emu duwali I beyei arbun
be ishunde duibulerengge. erei dorgi
tu/ergi I horiha. horibuha giru adali beyei
arbun-i meni meni emu I ikiri
jecen de araha durbejengge beyei arbun
be ishunde I duibulere duibulen-i adali ombi:
duibuleci I bing ["4] [c. gi] ding [ r) [¥sin] sere I
durbejengge beyei arbun de horibuha giya ['1']
i [z.] sere juwe I muhaliyan beyei arbun be
ishunde duibulerengge. muhaliyan be I horiha
bing ("4] [c. gi] ding [ J] [¥sin] sere durbejengge
beyei arbun-i 11 gi. II geng sin sere emu
ikiri ju we jecen de araha Jin u.
gui geng sere ju we durbejengge beyei arbun
be ishunde duibulere I duibulen-i adali ombi:
adarame seci. ere.fi_velen-i susai I .mnjaci
meyen de hacingga jecen-i arbun-i dorgi
meni meni emu duwali giru adali I arbun be

*Given the Peking manuscript reproduces the page not completely. we give here in bold the text reconstructed according to the
St. Petersburg copy; underlined words show the text divergences in both copies.
-
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ishunde duibulerengge. duibulere arbun-i
dorgi tulergi horiha horibuha giru adali
arbun-i meni meni emu ishunde teisulere
jecen de araha necin derei duin durbejengge
arbun be ishunde duibulere duibulen-i
adali sehe songko( !ere giya. i sere ju we
muhaliyan beyei arbun be ishunde
duibu/erengge. giya. i sere muhaliyan
beyei arbun be horiha [fol. IOOb] bing gj_
ding sin sere juwe durbejengge beyei
arbun-i emu ishunde teisu/ehe u gi. geng
sin sere juwejecen de araha Jin u. gui
geng sere ju\\'e durbejengge beyei arbun
be ishunde duibu/ere duibu/en-i adali ojoro
be ini
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ishunde duibulerengge. duibu/ere arbun-i
dorgi tu/ergi horiha horibuha giru I adali
arbun-i meni meni emu ikiri
jecen de araha necin derei duin durbejengge
arbun be I ishunde duibulere duibulen-i
adali sehe songkoi !ere giya. ['!'] i [z.] sere ju we
muhaliyan beyei I arbun be ishunde
duibulerengge. giya ['!'] i [z.] sere muhaliyan
beyei arbun be horiha bing [i>i] [c gi]
ding [ J ] [¥sin] sere I juwe durbejengge beyei
arbun-i emu ikiri u [1.<] gi [c]. geng [~]
sin[¥] serejuwejecen de arahajin ['f] u [1.<]. gui
geng [~] sere juwe durbejengge beyei arbun
be ishunde duibu/ere duibulen-i adali ojoro
be ini

[~]I
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